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1. Anjali's mom gave 97 plums to take to school. Anjali gave 69 plums to her friends. How
many plums are left over?

=

2. Albert has 18 plums. Eugene has 35 plums. How many more plums does Eugene have than
Albert?

=

3. Jimmy has 24 apples. Nathan has 33 apples. How many fewer apples does Jimmy have
than Nathan?

=

4. Daniel has 49 fewer oranges than Sabrina. Sabrina has 68 oranges. How many oranges
does Daniel have?

=

5. 23 bananas are on the table. 15 of them are blue and the rest are gold. How many bananas
are gold?

=

6. Robert has 60 hens. 39 of the hens are brown and the rest are gray. How many of his hens
are gray?

=
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7. Ria has 13 cherries. Jasmine has 51 cherries. How many fewer cherries does Ria have
than Jasmine?

=

8. Ethan has 64 plums. Tyler has 93 plums. How many more plums does Tyler have than
Ethan?

=

9. Harsha has 16 fewer bananas than Logan. Logan has 34 bananas. How many bananas
does Harsha have?

=

10. Hillary has 42 dogs. 26 of the dogs are brown and the rest are black. How many of her
dogs are black?

=

11. Aditya has 48 mice. 39 of the mice are gray and the rest are brown. How many of his mice
are brown?

=

12. Julian has 29 oranges. Cathy has 88 oranges. How many fewer oranges does Julian have
than Cathy?

=
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